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I.

THE NATURE OF AMERICAN TRADE AND
INVESTMENT IN TAIWAN

THE AMERICAN STAKE in Taiwan is considerable. In part this is a
reflection of the growing importance of American economic ties with
Asia. In five recent years, for example, two-way trade between the
United States and East Asia has exceeded United States trade with the
European Common Market' and in 1975 Taiwan itself was America's
thirteenth largest trading partner. 2 Not only in trade, but also in investment, the United States presence in Taiwan has reached substantial
proportions. By early 1978 approved American investment (not including
that by Chinese-Americans) in Taiwan totaled $516 million. 3 In financing
Americans also play a leading role. Most of the Republic of China's total
outstanding foreign currency loans at the end of 1976 ($2.79 billion) were
1. Asian Wall Street Journal, March 3, 1977, at 4, col. 1.
2. AmEmCAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, REPUBLIC OF CHINA. U.S.-R.O.C. ECONOMwC RELATIONSIIP: A BUsINEssMAN'S VIEw, 2 (Aug. 25, 1976).
3. Asian Wall Street Journal, April 4, 1978 at 1, col. 1. Approved investments are these
approved by the Investment Commission pursuant to an application as eligible for the benefits of the
Statute for Investment by Foreign Nationals andand/or the Statute for Encouragement of Investment or otherwise (as by the Ministry of Finance in the case of banks). The most important aspect of
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made available from the United States Export-Import Bank and American private banks. 4 In fact, Taiwan is now Eximbanks largest customer
after Brazil. These economic ties between the United States and Taiwan
have not only grown considerably stronger in the last decade, but have
changed in emphasis from governmental aid to private investment and
financing. Prior to Taiwan's "graduation" from the American economic
aid program in 1965, economic ties were predominantly governmental,
mainly military and economic aid with some trade and little investment.
Today the private sector's role 5in United States economic ties with this
"resilient industrial mini-state" is clearly predominant. While no definitive survey has been made, a United States Embassy study indicates that
almost three hundred American companies have established some presence in Taiwan through agencies, branches, subsidiaries, affiliates or
through investment in a local firm 6 and that almost half of them have
established such presence since 1969. Besides the well known electronics
firms and the obvious distributors and buying offices, the scope of
involvement ranges from banks to boat building, construction equipment
to cosmetics, chemicals to consulting, foodstuffs to pharmaceuticals, and
cars to cargo shipment. Often those engaged in trade, and particularly
those investing in Taiwan, are large multi-national corporations. Indeed,
the list reads like a Who's Who of American Industry. 7 In contrast with
the situation in many developing countries, almost none of these companies are engaged in mining or extractive activities.
Taiwan's major export to the United States during the last five years
has consistently been electronic and electrical machinery and equipment, but this industry's share of the trade has decreased. 8 In 1972, 1973
and 1974 these products constituted between 25 and 30 percent of all
United States imports from Taiwan, but in 1975 they slipped to about 20
percent. The second largest export, knitted and crocheted goods, has
occupied slightly over 15 percent of the total during these same years.
approval is permission to purchase and remit foreign exchange, thus allowing the remittance ofproflts

and capital (but subject to restrictions mentioned infra footnote 110). The great majority of American
investment is therefore approved investment.
4. The Economic News (Taipei), Feb. 17, 1977 at D5-4.
5. Kraar, Taiwan's Strategy for Survival, FORTUNE, Nov. 1971, at 127.
6. U.S. BUSINESS FIRMS IN THE REPUBLIC OF CHINA, 1976-1977 (Eugene Mu,

ed. 1976).
7. Texas Instruments, Admiral, Zenith, RCA, J. C. Penney, Korvettes, Sears Roebuck, Bank of
America, Citibank, Chase Manhattan, Continental Illinois, Irving Trust, American Express, ClhrisCraft, Ingersoll-Rand, Mennen, Sterling, Winthrop Laboratories, Cyanamid, Dow, Du Pont, Gulf
Oil, Monsanto, Squibb, Union Carbide, Bechtel, Peat Marwick, Price Waterhouse, Bristol-Myers,
Green Giant, Warner-Lambert, Eli Lilly, Parke Davis, Pfizer, Upjohn, Ford Motor, Sea-Land and
American President Lines. J. SCHREIBER, U.S. COR'ORATE INVESTMENT IN TAIWAN 33 (1970).
8. CHINESE MAnrIME CUSTOMS, THE TRADE OF CHINA (TAIWAN DISrtiCT), 1972, 1973, 1974,

1975, 1976.
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The other major imports from Taiwan include footwear; toys, games and
sporting goods; wood and wooden articles; clothing other than knitted or
crocheted goods; leather goods and luggage; and artificial resins materials.
Bywayofcomparison, noproducthas consistentlyplayed thelargerole
in United States exports that electronic and electrical equipment have
played in United States imports from Taiwan. The leading export product
each year for 1972 through 1975 has only accounted for at most twenty
percent ofUnited States exports. In 1972 grainwas theleadingexportitem,
butthiswas onlyaboutsixteenpercentofthe total. Electrical machineryand
equipment accounted for twenty percent in 1973 and seventeen percent in
1976; machineryandmechanicalappliances accounted foreighteenpercent
in1974and1975. Othermajorexportsincludeelectricalmachinery, cereals,
grains, cotton, iron and steel, ships and boats, artificial resins and plastic
materials, vehicles, pharmaceutical products and organic chemicals.
Approved United States investment in Taiwan is even more heavily
concentrated in certain industries than either ofTaivan's imports from or
exports to the United States. 9 Investments in the electronic and electric
appliance industry rank first, with a share offifty-six percent oftotal United
States investment in Taiwan. Together with the chemical industry and
banking, with twenty percent and six percent respectively, these three
sectors account for eighty-two percent of all United States investment in
Taiwan. Other major American investment sectors include the services,
basic metals and metal products, plastic and rubber products, machinery
and equipment and construction industries.
While trade investment did not increase at the same level in 1977
as in the past, the results will still be impressive. In 1976, trade between
the United States and Taiwan rebounded from the recession, rising
twenty-eight percent to a total of $4.6 billion and 1977 saw a twenty-four
percent rise to $5.7 billion. 10 Exports from Taiwan to the United States
increased more than twenty percent in 1977, reaching almost $3.6 billion while imports totaled almost $2 billion." The R.O.C. government,
noting this favorable balance of trade, has wisely sought to limit it by
sending out "Buy American" missions to the United States to purchase
$300 million of United States products at a time.' 2 Not surprisingly,
Taiwan ranked after Japan, as the United States' largest trading partner
9. MINISMY OF EcoXo.ic AFFAIS, INvESTMEN T CouL'ussi . STATISTICS oN OVERE AS
CHINESE & FoREIGN INVESTMENT, TECHNICAL COOPERATION, OUrWARD L'VEsniTF.Nr, Table No.

6 (1977).
10. The Economic News (Taipei), Jan. 31, 1977, at D4-1 and Jan. 10, 1978 at D1.
11. The Economic News (Taipei), Jan. 10, 1978, at D1.
12. Asian Wall Street Journal, Apr. 17, 1978, at 10, col. 6.
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in Asia (excluding the Arab countries). Taiwan's total foreign trade in
1978 is expected to increase nine percent to $25.6 billion and estimates
of Taiwan's trade with the U.S., its primary trading partner, in 1978
suggest a figure of approximately $7 billion. 13
Investment by United States firms is also continuing at substantial
levels, although new investments have decreased and reinvestments or
technology investments have become more common. RCA, Taiwan's
largest exporter, recently invested $2.5 million in new automated production facilities designed to counter the Japanese color television threat
in the United States. 14 Other substantial reinvestments include one by
Union Carbide of $100 million for a petrochemical complex and a $13.2
million polyethylene plant expansion by National Distillers and Chemical
Corporation. 15 Extension of credits to Taiwan is also continuing apace.
Chase Manhattan's Taipei Branch indicated in March, 1977 that loans
extended to Taiwan by Chase increased in the preceding year by 250
percent and confirmed that the closer scrutiny to be applied to underdeveloped countries does not apply to Taiwan. 16 Further, Eximbank and a
Chase-led syndicate are providing a $212 million loan to Taipower,
already Eximbank's largest individual borrower.' The talk of banking
circles in Asia throughout 1977 was of the infamous $118.5 million loan to
Bank of Taiwan by a Bankers Trust-led syndicate, drawdown for which
finally took place in January 1978.18
Nor are these developments limited to the United States. Although
West Germany has no diplomatic relations with Taiwan, Grundig has
built a U.S. $9.9 million television receiver plant in southern Taiwan and
other German electronics manufacturers are expected to follow.' 9 Trade
with other countries has also grown considerably. Trade with Canada,
which broke diplomatic ties after Taiwan's withdrawal from the United
Nations in 1971 and rebuffed Taiwan athletes last year at the Montreal
Olympic Games, has increased five times since the countries severed
relations, reaching $368 million last year. Similarly, Taiwan's trade with
Japan, its second largest trading partner, went from $1.4 billion in 1972 to
13. The Economic News (Taipei), Dec. 28, 1977, at D3.
14. The Economic News (Taipei), Feb. 15, 1977, at D1.
15. Free China: Showcase of Economic Progress, FORTUNE, Jan. 1976, at 88 and The Economic
News (Taipei), Jan. 11, 1978, at D5-2.
16. The Economic News (Taipei), Mar. 2, 1977, at D3.
17. The Economic News (Taipei), Mar. 23, 1978, at D4-3 and advertisement entitled Free China.
Showcase of Economic Progress, supra, note 14, at 87.
18. Asian Wall Street Journal, Dec. 7, 1977 at 1, col. 3 and The Economic News (Talpei), Jan. 26,
1978, at D2.
19. The Economic News (Taipei), Mar. 11, 1977, at Dl.
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$3.5 billion in 1976 and trade with Australia more than tripled from $128
million in 1972 to $404 million in 1976.20
These impressive trade and investment figures result from the favorable business climate. This hospitable environment exists in part because, despite substantial disadvantages, limited natural resources, large
population growth and high military expenditures, Taiwan has taken full
advantage of the legacy left by the Japanese occupation, massive United
States' aid until 1965, the educated local populace and administrative
talents of the mainland Chinese. 21 Perhaps most important, however, the
government has provided economic and political stability and promoted
industrial development and export production to the fullest. Specific
policies have included measures to foster agricultural productivity, price
stability, private foreign investment, and exports. Taiwan's spectacular
economic growth, which has made it a showcase of, ifnot a model for, the
developing world, confirm that these and other government policies have
been eminently successful.
As for the future, Taiwan is making an all-out effort to attract the
foreign capital and technical know-how necessary to support an ambitious
six-year economic development plan providing for foreign investments of
over $1 billion by 1981.22 The plan places major emphasis on technologyintensive industries rather than labor-intensive industries. In order to
achieve these goals the government has been making special efforts to
maintain the stability of commodity prices and to train technicians, skilled
workers and managerial personnel. The government has also implemented substantive changes in the Statute for Encouragement of Investment to extend the tax holiday to eight years for technology and capitalintensive industries and to increase tax incentives to manufacturers to
expand production facilities. 23 Preliminary indications are that Taiwan's
economic growth for 1978 may well top the target of 8.8 percent and
24
officials are talking of "big chunks of investment in the pipeline."
Each of these measures should help in some degree to keep the
economic juggernaut rolling. Certainly the friendly and stable political
climate is also a key to continued investment. Judging from past experience, however, the most important factors in attracting American investment will not be statutory incentives in regard to taxes or even
20. Asian Wall Street Journal, Feb. 25, 1977, at 1, col 2.
21. Heh-song Wang, The Governmental Environment in Trade and Investment in TRADE A.-D
INvEsmI-NT ne TAiwAN 87-122 (1973).
22. The Economic News (Taipei), Jan. 20, 1977, at D2.
23. Id. at D3.
24. Asian Wall Street Journal, Apr. 4, 1978, at 1, col 1 and Apr. 17, 1978, at 1, col. 1.
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guarantees against expropriation, but government commitments which
minimize risk and uncertainty. 25 These commitments have generally

involved market protection in the form of negotiated business assurances
from the Republic of China's government which are carried out by
state-owned enterprises and account for about thirty percent of total
industrial production. 26 Such assurances have included commitments to
purchase a manufacturing plant's entire output at a prescribed price or the
assurance of raw materials at a fixed price. 27 Another type of privately
negotiated concession with the government is the exclusion ofcompetitive
foreign products from the Taiwan market. The only statutory assurance of
significance to American investors has been that ofrepatriability of capital
which allows American companies to minimize risk by pulling out if the
28
investment project does not succeed.
Past experience suggests thai the American stake in Taiwan will
continue to grow if the general political and economic climate is favorable
and the government continues to favor American investors with assurances of market protection and repatriability. Trade between the two
countries seems certain to increase barring major disasters. Perhaps the
only uncertainty which clouds this favorable forecast is the consequences
which would follow from the severance of relations by Taipei if
Washington moves to normalize its relations with the People's Republic.
Might the severance of diplomatic relations between the United States
and the Republic of China result in substantial changes in the legal status
of American trade and investment in Taiwan which would seriously affect

the optimistic picture sketched above? This question is addressed below.
II.

THE NATURE OF THE REPUBLIC OF CHINA'S
LEGAL SYSTEM

The legal status of American nationals and corporations in the
Republic of China is dependent on the rights granted to them by the
Republic of China's constitution, treaties between the Republic of China
and the United States, multilateral treaties to which both are parties, and
domestic laws and regulatiofis of the Republic of China. An understanding of what a right is, however, must derive from more than a familiarity
with the language of the law or treaty. A basic knowledge of the legal
system which provides the rights is also indispensable.
25.
26.
27.
28.

SCHREIBER, supra note 7, at 81.
The Economic News (Taipei), Mar. 5, 1977, at Fl.
SCHBEIBER, supra note 7, at 66.
Id. at 81.
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The legal system of the Republic of China holds many surprises for
the American-trained lawyer. The system follows basically the continental, rather than common law, model with German influence predominant. Unlike the common law system, the judiciary, the Judicial Yuan, is
not an important law making institution. Judicial precedents generally do
not have binding force, but mere theoretical value. Therefore, case
reporting is not complete, but very selective and scholarly opinion carries
more weight in a brief than mere precedents. The legislative branch, the
Legislative Yuan, is an important law making institution, but only in a
formal sense. It does pass the laws but the overwhelming majority of
29
legislation is drafted by the executive branch, the Executive Yuan.
Furthermore, the laws are often so vague and general that they constitute
merely general policy guidelines which are, in fact, broad grants of
authority to the Executive Yuan to handle certain areas with unfettered
discretion. In this situation, the greatest role in interpreting, and therefore making, law is played by the executive, rather than judicial or
legislative branches.
The predominance of the executive branch has a significant effect on
the nature of the rights enjoyed by Chinese and alien natural and juristic
persons in the Republic of China. One area in which this is noticeable is in
the protection of the rights granted by the Constitution and domestic
legislation generally. In Taiwan a person who believes his rights have
been infringed may resort to either the regular or the administrative
courts for redress according to the nature of his complaint. In most cases,
if his complaint is against another private party, rather than against the
government, he will resort to the regular courts.
The Republic of China's legal system provides three court levels for
ordinary civil and criminal matters: district c6urts, high courts and a
supreme court, as well as a special court for constitutional issues called

the Council of Grand Justices. Judges in all these courts are, under Article
80 of the Constitution, to conduct adjudication and pass judgment independently in accordance with law and without any interference.30 Article
S1 provides that judges shall hold office for life. It further states, however,
that they may be removed from office if found guilty ofa crime, subjected

to administrative discipline, or declared to be under interdiction 3 ' and
29. See CHUNG-HUA Min-Kuo HsIEN-FA, art. 58 (1947). Over the last twenty-five years, more than
eighty percent of the bills discussed in the Legislative Yuan have been drafted by the Executive Yuan.
TSENG CHI-CH'UiN, CHUNG-Kuo LI-FATI-AN YE-CHIU(AStudyofLegislative Bills Presented to the
Republic of China Legislative Yuan) 113 (1975).
30. Tsui-HsiN IAu-FA CH'mAl,-SHu (Compilation of Iaws and Regulations) 1 (1976).
31. Interdiction is the incapacity to perform juristic acts. See LawofMay23. 1929, The Civil Code.
Art 15, Tsui-HsiN LIN-FA CH'UimA-SHu 41 (1976).
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that they may be suspended, transferred or their salaries reduced in
accordance with law. Clearly, the independence declared in Article 80
does not mean freedom from supervision by the competent government
authorities.
Which authorities should exercise this authority is the subject of
dispute. Article 77 of the Constitution provides that the Judicial Yuan is
the highest judicial organ in charge of the conduct of adjudication and
rendering ofjudgments in criminal, civil, and administrative suits and of
administrafive discipline of public officials. The Law on the Organization
of Disciplinary Committees for Public Officials also contemplates the
imposition of sanctions on judges by Committees under the Judicial
Yuan. 3 2 The Judicial Yuan does in fact exercise administrative supervision
over the Council of Grand Justices (the constitutional court) and also over
the Supreme Court pursuant to the Organic Law ofCourts Article 87(1)33.
However, this same Organic Law in the second subsection of the same
article grants to the Ministry of Justice, and arm of the executive branch,
the power of supervision over the high and local courts. These supervisory powers include issuing orders to a judge requiring him to take note
regarding matters relating to his official duties and issuing warnings to a
judge for improper conduct. If the judge is unrepentant, he may be
punished in accordance with the Law for Disciplining Public Officials;
either dismissal or reduction in salary 34 are possible. It is not unlikely that
these disciplinary powers are exercised in part in connection with the
interpretations of the law published by the Ministry of Justice. 35
A private party with a claim against the government must in most
cases resort to the administrative courts. Unlike the regular district and
high courts, these courts are under the Judicial Yuan and the judges are
not subject to supervision by the Ministry ofJustice. At least forty percent
of the administrative judges, however, come from the district or high
courts where they have been subject to such supervision.36 More importantly, the majority of the judges are former bureaucrats not necessarily
possessing a university legal education 37 whose attitude is generally
unsympathetic to the aggrieved private party's complaint. Thus, the
32. Law ofJune 8, 1931, Organic Law of Disciplinary Committees for Public Officials, 5 CIIUNO.
YANc FA-KuEi HuI-PIEN (Compilation of Central Government Laws and Regulations) 6734 (1973),
33. Law of Oct. 18, 1932, Tsui-HsIN LIU-FA CH'UAN-Snu (Compilation of Laws and Regulations)
19 (1978).
34. Law of June 8, 1931, Law for Disciplining Public Officials, arts. 2, 3, Tsui-HSIN Liu-FA
CH' ,AN-SHu (Compilation of Laws and Regulations) 842 (1978).
35. See, e.g , FA-Lij WEN-TI HuI-PIEN (Collection of Legal Questions) (1962).
36. Law of Nov. 17, 1932, Organic Law of the Administrative Courts, Art. 4, t C1UNO-YANG
FA-KuEI HUs-PIEN (Compilation of Central Government Laws and Regulations) 6734 (1973).
37. Id.
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decisions of the administrative courts are against the private party in over
ninety percent of the cases and, furthermore, in a period of over ten years
these courts have failed to render any decision requiring the government
38
to pay compensation to a private party.
A private party with a constitutional claim who is not satisfied with
the decision of a regular or administrative court may appeal to tie
constitutional court, the Council of Grand Justices, for an interpretation.
The Republic of China Constitution provides in Article 78 that the
Judicial Yuan shall interpret the Constitution and Article 171 provides
that when doubt arises as to whether or not a law is in conflict with the
Constitution, the Judicial Yuan shall render an interpretation. The Organic Law ofthe Judicial Yuan establishes the Council ofGrand Justices to
exercise the authority of the Judicial Yuan to interpret the Constitution. 3 9

The conditions for appeal by a private party to the Council of Grand
Justices, as set forth in the Law on the Council of the Grand Jistices, are
that the party have litigated a claim through another court and possess a
final and unappealable judgment which employs a statute or order which
he believes conflicts with the Constitution. 40 In order to prevent every
disappointed litigant from appealing an unfavorable decision to the
Council, however, it was decided to deprive most litigants of the incentive to bring their claim to the Council by making the interpretations of
the Council prospective with no effect on the final judgment already
passed by another court. 41 The result ofthis rule is that while an interpretation by the Council declaring a statute unconstitutional would not affect
the unfavorable judgment against the petitioner, it would mean that the
statute is without effect from the date the interpretation is announced.
Needless to say, such a rule has prevented the Council from being
deluged with petitions for the interpretation of the Constitution. Indeed,
of the more than fifty interpretations by the Council from 1958 to 1973
only one involved a petition for interpretation by a private party42 and no
38. Weng Yueh-sheng, Hsing-chang su-sung chih-tu h-sien-fai.hua (The Modernization of the
System of Administrative Proceedings) in CHUNG-1,UO FA-HsuEii L,N-CIiu HSUAN-Cill (A Collection of Articles on Chinese Law) 180-1 (Tiao Jung-hua ed. 1970).
39. Law of March 31, 1947, Organic Law of the Judicial Yuan, art. 3. 5 C1tuNC-yANo FA-KUEI
Hui-PEEN (Compilation of Central Government Laws and Regulations) 6725 (1973).
40. Law of July 21, 1958, Law ofthe Council of Grand Justices, art. 4(2), 5 CIIuNG-YANG FA-ktu=s

HuI-PIEN (Compilation ofCentral Government Laws and Regulations) 6735 (1973). For te situation
prior to the enactment of this statute see LA CHIH-YuAN, CtiuNc-kuo HsIEN-FA Siii (Constitutional History of China) 377-9 (1967).

41. LI-FA-YUAN KUNG-PAO (Official Gazette of the Legislative Yuan) 21st Cong., 13th Sess. 5-21
(1958).
42. Lin Chi-tung, Chung-hua min-kuo lsien-fa 1i ch'i-shh.pa.t'laochil yen-chiu, (A Study of
Article 78 of the Republic of China Constitution), 24 HSEEN-CILENO SSU-C11'AO (Constitutional
Thought) 10 (October, 1973).
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statute has ever been declared unconstitutional.43 More importantly, an
effective remedy for violations of the Constitution does not exist except
for those fortunate enough to benefit by another's martyrdom.
It appears that a party seeking an impartial and independent tribunal
capable of rendering an effective remedy will have to resort to the
Supreme Court. While the Supreme Court is independent of the executive branch, the judgments which it renders are enforced by the Civil
Execution Department of the district court, 44 which is subject to supervision by the Ministry of Justice. It appears that in no case has this
supervision adversely affected the enforcement of a decision. Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that enforcement has been suspended in one case
involving an interpretation ofthe Council of Grand Justices. The question
in that case was whether the Ministry of Justice, which has been part of
the Executive Yuan since 1943, 45 should be returned to the Judicial
Yuan. 46 The Council of Grand Justices in Interpretation No. 86 ofAugust
15, 1960 declared that Article 77 of the Constitution, when positing the
Judicial Yuan as the highest judicial organ in charge of the conduct of
adjudication and passing judgment in both criminal and civil matters,
refers to courts of all levels and, therefore, the conduct of adjudication
and the passing of judgment in the Supreme Court and all lower courts
should belong to the Judicial Yuan. 47 This decision, however, has never
been enforced, and consequently the Executive Yuan through the Ministry ofJustice continues to exercise influence over the judges in the district
and high courts.
TII.

THE PRESENT STATUS OF AMERICAN COMPANIES
AND INDIVIDUALS IN TAIWAN

A. Constitutional Rights
If diplomatic relations between the United States and the Republic
of China were severed, treaties between the two countries would ipso
43. Lo CHIH-YUAN, supra note 40, at 400.
44. Law ofJanuary 19, 1940, Compulsory Execution Law, art. 1, Tsui-IisN IDU-FA CI'bIAN-slIU
(Compilation of Laws and Regulations) 221 (1976).
45, H. H. P. Ma, General Featuresof the Law and Legal System of the Republic of China, In
TRADE AND INVESTMENT IN TAxvAN 19 (1973).

46. See, e.g., Chang Ching-ying Szu-fa hsing-cheng ying ming-ting wei szu-fa.yuan chang-Ul (The
Ministry of Justice should be clearly designated as governed by the Judicial Yuan) and Kno lisu-hul,
Szu-fa hsing-cheng ying i-shu szu-fa yuan (The Ministry of Justice should be transferred to the(
Judicial Yuan) in 2 SU-CH'IAN HsIEN-FA LUN-WEN HsUAN-CHI (Collected Essays on the Five

Power Constitution) 1097-1110.
47. 5 CHmuNG-YAN1G FA-KuEI HuI-PIEN (Compilation of Central Government Laws and Regula.
tions( 6749 (1973).
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facto terminate and the rights and obligations of American legal and
natural persons in Taiwan would derive from the Constitution of the
Republic of China, customary international law,48multilateral treaties and
laws and regulations of the Republic of China.
Clearly the ultimate basis for any rights and obligations which
Americans and other aliens possess under Chinese law must be the
Constitution. Although general principles of international law would
arguably enjoy a theoretical supremacy over the domestic laws of any
state, they are often frustratingly vague and, in any case, are not enforceable within the territory of a state without its consent. 4 9 Obligations
under multilateral treaties are more clearly defined but cover only relatively specific and insignificant areas and are mentioned below as relevant. Since the Constitution is the supreme law of the land, superior to all
laws and treaties, the rights which it grants to aliens would not be affected
by the termination of the Friendship, Commerce and Navigation Treaty
between the United States and the Republic of China. Therefore, an
understanding of the status of American juristic and natural persons
under Chinese law both at present and after the possible severance of
diplomatic ties must proceed from the Constitution. A knowledge of
these constitutional rights would be particularly pertinent if diplomatic
relations were broken since the basic rights of Americans in such case
would depend directly on the Constitution, with no additional rights
granted by treaty.
The Constitution of the Republic of China contains several sections
which bear on a discussion of the rights of American juristic and natural
persons in Taiwan. Two of these sections, "The Rights and Obligations of
the People" and "The Fundamental National Policies" treat specifically
the grant of rights to aliens. Since aliens are not mentioned anywhere in
the Constitution and no relevant interpretive decisions exist, however,
the import of these two sections must be gleaned from the relevant
constitutional language and scholarly interpretations of it.
48. For a discussion of other possibilities, see VicrOR H. L, DE-e.cOwNiZG TAIWAN: THE
LEGAL PROBLEMS 33-35 (1977). In view oftime and space limitations ofour study, it does not seem
inappropriate to examine the most extreme possible consequences.
49. Courts of the Republic of China have applied rules of customary international law in some
cases, but they are by no means obligated to do so. The question ofwhiether a Chinese court would
apply such a rule in derogation of a municipal statute has never been answered. One scholar who has
discussed the point believes the municipal statute would prevail and that even an inconsistent
administrative decree might do so as well. Hungdah Chiu, The Position ofCustomary International
Law and Treaties in Chinese Law in TRADE AND INVESTMEN-rT L TAIWA.N" 197 (1973). See also LUu
Ch'ing-jui, Kuo-chi-fa tsai kuo-nei-fa ti ti-wei chil pi-chiao yen-chiu (A Comparative Study of the
Status of International Law in Domestic Law), 8 SHE-HuI K7o-HsuIit LuN-Ts'uNo (Essays in the
Social Sciences) 1-40 (April, 1958).
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The first section, entitled "Rights and Obligations of the People"
covers Articles 7 to 24. Doubtless the rights and obligations enumerated
in these Articles apply to Chinese nationals, but it is not obvious whether
or not the term "people (en-min)" also includes aliens. All the Articles in
this section mention simply "people," except Article 7 referring to equality before the law which talks of "the people of the Republic of China."
The use of these words in this particular Article would seem to have a
specific purpose: to indicate clearly that aliens do not enjoy equality with
Chinese citizens under Chinese law. One implication which could be
drawn from this is that the term "people" as used in the other Articles of
this section and in the section heading refers to both Chinese citizens and
aliens. Such an interpretation, however, would grant aliens a right to
51
serve in the Republic of China government bureaucracy5" and to vote
52
and impose upon them the obligation to perform military service.
To avoid such an unreasonable conclusion Chinese scholars agree
that the rights and obligations delineated in these Articles belong to aliens
only to the extent practicable. 53 Thus, aliens enjoy such rights as that of
freedom of person, of residence, of speech, of privacy of correspondence,
ofreligion, of assembly, the right not to be tried before a military tribunal,
the right to work, to property and to institute legal proceedings. They also
bear the obligation to pay taxes. Additionally, the inclusive language of
Article 22 grants citizens and aliens constitutional protection for all other
freedoms and rights not detrimental to social order or the public interest.
Nor are these rights and obligations limited to natural persons. Foreign
companies also enjoy rights (e.g. to property) and bear obligations (e.g. to
54
pay taxes) under these Articles.
The second section of the Constitution which treats specifically the
rights of aliens is that concerning the "Fundamental National Policies,"
specifically foreign relations policy. The rights granted under Articles 7 to
24, therefore, must be read in conjunction with Article 141 defining the
Republic of China's fundamental policy in regard to foreign relations.
This Article states that the foreign relations (wai-chiao)of the Republic of
China shall, on the basis of the spirit of independence and the principles
of equality and reciprocity, cultivate friendly relations with other countries, respect treaties and the Charter of the United Nations in order to
50. CHUNG-HUA MIN-KUo HSIEN-FA, art. 18 (1947).

51. Id. art. 17.
52. Id. art. 20.
53. LIN CHI-TUNG, 1 CHUNGHUA MIN-Kuo HSIEN-FA CHU-T'IAO SIIH-1 (An Article-by-Articlo

Explanation ofthe R.O.C. Constitution) 65 (1976), Liu CH'ING-JUI, C11UNG-HuA MIN-KUo HSIENFA YAo-I (The Basic Meaning of the R.O.C. Constitution) 50 (1976).
54. 1UN CHI-TuNG, supra note 44 at 63.
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protect the rights and interests of Chinese abroad, to promote international cooperation, and to further international justice and ensure world
peace. The key terms in this Article for aliens are the principles of
"equality" and "reciprocity". In interpreting these principles, Chinese
scholars have stated that they refer to the granting of rights to aliens only
through treaties and not through domestic legislation. They would limit
the application of this Article, therefore, to countries with which the
Republic of China has a treaty, although in general they believe that the
foreign relations of the Republic of China should be based in general on
the principle of national treatment for aliens. 55
The executive and legislative branches of Taiwan's government appear to have taken a more affirmative position. The executive branch
through pronouncements concerning "foreign affairs" and "full spectrum
foreign relations (tsung-t'iwai-chiao)" has clearly indicated that the term
"foreign relations" refers not only to formal diplomatic relations, but also
to ties with unrecognized foreign states. 56 Further, the legislative branch
has demonstrated in its revision of the Land Law that it believes that the
principle of reciprocity should be applied to countries with which the
Republic of China has no formal ties. Previously Article 18 of the Land
Law had prevented aliens from owning land in Taiwan if their own
country did not have diplomatic relations with the Republic of China. By
amendment this requirement has been dropped with the result that the
only remaining condition is that of reciprocity. These actions by two other
branches of the government are not binding on the judiciary, but they
indicate the direction in which practice is evolving and which the law will
probably follow.
While the rights under the two sections of the Constitution discussed
above have generously been conferred on both citizens and aliens, their
content remains uncertain and the exercise of them restricted. The
relative dearth of constitutional decisions by the Council of Grand Justices has created a lack of reliable guidelines for determining the extent of
these rights and obligations. Nor has legal scholarship stepped into the
breach. Undoubtedly this lack of clarity is largely due to the unusual
geo-political situation which has prevailed almost from the time the
55. HUNG YIN-TSAO, HSiEN-FA HSIN-LuN (A New Theory of the Constitution) 261 (1974); Mci
CHUNG-HSjEH, KUO-CHI Szu-FA HsIN-LUN (A NewTheory of Private International Law) 142(1974);
MA HANPAO, Kuo-cm SZU-FA TsUNG-LUN (A General Theory of Private International Law) 154-5
(1975).
56. See statements by the Minister of Foreign Affairs, Shen Chang.huan, in Lien-ho Pao (United
Daily), November 16. 1976, at 2, and by the Premier, Chiang Ching-kuo, in Chung-kuo shi-poo
(China News Paper), February 26, 1977, at2 and Lien-ho Pao (United Daily). September 18.1976. at

3.
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Constitution was promulgated. This situation has also resulted in considerable restrictions on these rights through various emergency statutes.
The Constitution itself provides the basis for most of the restrictions
on those rights granted by it. These restrictions are based on three
sections of the Constitution. First, the Constitution clearly indicates that
the Republic of China does not possess an unrestricted laissez faire
economy. Property rights and free enterprise are subject to government
control under Articles 142 through 145 which establish the state's broad
authority to deal with the national economy, including the right to restrict
by law private wealth and private enterprise if they obstruct the balanced development of national wealth and of the people's livelihood.
Under Article 143 the state enjoys the specific right to purchase privately
owned land. Article 145 provides that the productive enterprises of "the
People (kuo-min)" and foreign trade shall receive the state's encouragement, guidance and protection. If the term kuo-min, as seems likely,
refers only to citizens, then this provision might not provide a theoretical
basis for protection of foreign investment, although it would do so for
foreign trade. Any such "protection," however, would be subject to state
"guidance." It is this provision for guidance which lays the legal basis for
the broad administrative controls over the organization and conduct of
Chinese private enterprise and foreign trade.
Second, the Constitution restricts rights5 7 by allowing for the imposition of martial law. Article 39 provides that the President may, in
accordance with law and subject to prior approval or subsequent ratification by the Legislative Yuan, declare martial law, but that when the
Legislative Yuan deems it necessary it may by resolution request the
President to terminate martial law. These provisions are interpreted as an
authorization of power under which the rights guaranteed by other
Articles of the Constitution can be abrogated to the extent provided by
the terms of martial law itself
The Martial Law, a legislative act which sets forth the conditions for
the declaration of martial law and the powers granted to military authorities in areas under martial law, was promulgated originally in 1934.
Martial law was imposed on China proper by a declaration pursuant to
Article 39 of the Constitution and Article 1 of the Martial Law on December 10, 1948, and later extended to Taiwan on May 20, 1949.58 These

57. See text accompanying note 132-133 infra.
58. Li Ping-ts'ai, Chle-yen shih-ch'i tui-yu chie-yen-fa ying-yu yijrn-dhih (What we should know
about theMartial LawduringaPeriodofMartialLaw), 7CHuN-FACiUAN-K'AN 12(Fcbruary, 1961). For
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actions were ratified by the Legislative Yuan on March 15, 1950. The
powers granted by Article 11 of the Martial Law to military authorities in
areas under martial law allow them to prohibit religious activities prejudicial to public security and strikes of all kinds, to censor the mail and
telegrams, to order the evacuation of people from, as well as to prevent
the movement of people into the area under martial law and to prohibit
the transport ofcertain goods from such area. Additional restrictions exist
in "combat" as opposed to "security" areas. Taiwan was declared a "combat area" on November 2, 1949 and, accordingly, under Article 7 of the
Martial Law local administrative and judicial matters are to be placed
under the control of the commander-in-chief of the combat area who, in
effect, replaces the responsible civilian and judicial officials. Thus, the
commander-in-chief in Taiwan, the Taiwan Garrison Command, 59 is
empowered to exercise considerable power over citizens and foreigners
on the island. Since the Taiwan Garrison Command seems to belong to
the Ministry of Defense, it is a part of the executive Yuan. 60 Due to the
good social order prevalent in Taiwan and to a desire to limit the extent of
martial law, however, the Executive Yuan has not publicly exercised its
power to control administrative and judicial matters in Taiwan through
the Garrison Command. 61
Third, Article 23 of the Constitution states that the rights and freedoms guaranteed in Articles 8 through 22 may be restricted to prevent
infi-ngement upon the freedoms of other persons, to avert an urgent
(chin-chi)crisis, to maintain social order or to advance the public interest.
The National General Mobilization Law, promulgated on March 29,
1942 and effective on May 5, 1942, was an effort to place the resources of
the entire country at the disposal of the government to aid the war of
resistance against Japan. 62 The continuing struggle with the Chinese
Communists and the provisions of Article 23 of the Constitution provide

the text of the Martial Law see TSU-HSIN LIU-FA CH*UAN-SHU (Compilation of Laws and Regulations)
298 (1976). For a general discussion of the statute see Ci,'c CinE, -I&AN, CuE-YEN-FA C11111
YEN-CHIU (A Study of the Martial Law) (1976).
59. Li Ping-ts'ai, supra note 58, at 14, 15.

60. No statutes or regulations detailing the status of the Taiwan Garrison Command have been
published.
shuo-tao
61. Li Ping-ts'ai, supra note 58, at 14, 15 and Wang Shan-hsiang, Ts'ung ddeh-yen i-I
chieh-yen shih-fou yu chi-hsu shih-shilh pi-yao (An Explanation ofwhether the Martial Law still needs
to be enforced based on the Meaning of the Martial Law). 7 CHU.N-FA CiUAN-KAN 16 (February.
1962).
62. Law of March 29, 1942, TSuI-HsiN LIU-FA CHiiAN-sHU (Compilation of Lavs and Regulations) 305 (1978).
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the basis for the continuing legal effect of this statute. 63 The Law is
basically an authorization from the Legislative Yuan to the National
Government and its executive organs to take what measures it deems
necessary in regard to a broad range of materials for the purpose of
concentrating the use of manpower and materials for the war effort. The
definition of "national general mobilization materials," those which are
subject to the Law, in Article 3 of the Law includes military equipment
and materials, food supplies, medical materials and equipment, transportation equipment, construction materials and equipment, electricity and
fuel, communication materials and equipment, raw materials and
machinery used in the production, repair, distribution, supply or preservation of any of the above and "other materials designated by the government at any time." Any such designation by the government under this
last clause would have to be publicized, as in the newspapers, and would
take effect three days from the date of publication.e-4
The power of the government over these materials is most broadly
sketched in Article 5: when necessary, the government may purchase or
requisition all or part of these materials. 65 Other Articles of the Law
outline the government's power over both manpower and materials. It
can, for example, prohibit the production, sale or movement of the
materials, 66 control sales prices and quantities of the materials and daily
necessities, 67 require "the people (jen-min)" to assist in mobilization
operations,"8 impose restrictions on the number of employees in private
companies, 69 impose restrictions on the remittance of currency, the
exercise of creditor's rights and the performance of obligations by "the
people (jen-min),"70 control the use of capital by banks, 71 restrict the

63. This point was kindly brought to the author's attention by John S. Lee. For other discussions
on this issue see Hu K'AI'CH'ENG, Kuo-cnA TSUNG-TUNG-YUAN-FA KAI-LUN (A General Discussion
of the National General Mobilization Law) 22, 26 (1962) and LIN CHI-TUNc, KUo-cUIA TsuNcTUNG-YuAN-FA KAI-LUN (A General Discussion of the National General Mobilization Law) 15-17

(1958).
64. Article 13, Law of August 31, 1970, The Law on Standards for Central Laws and Regulations,
TsUx-HSxN LIu-FA CH'bAN-SHU (Compilation of Laws and Regulations) 13 (1978).
65.. Article 28 gives the government authority to give appropriate compensation to those who
suffer losses due to the National General Mobilization Law and allows the original owner, obligee or
his heirs to assume their original rights. See also Regulations of October 21, 1970, Regulations on
Purchase or Requisition of National General Mobilization Materials, 2 CiIUNG-YANG FA-KUEI
(Compilation of Central Government Laws and Regulations) 1804 (1973).
66. CHUNG-HUA MIN-KUO HSIEN-FA, art. 7 (1947).
67. Id. art. 8.
68. id. art. 9.
69. Id. art. 12.
70. Id. art. 16.
71. Id. art. 17.
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establishment, merger, increase in capital, solicitation offfunds, distribution of dividends, the performance of obligations and use of capital by
companies, 72 impose import or export restrictions, 73 require "the people
(en-min)" to report their inventions or patented devices for testing and
use by the government,7 4 impose restrictions on "fle people's (en-min)"

rights to freedom of speech, assembly and association, 75 and order persons engaged in the production ofthe materials to cease production ofone
material and switch to produption of another. 76 Furthermore, the Provisional Statute for Punishment of Offenses against the National General
Mobilization promulgated June 29, 1942 pursuant to Article 31 of the
Law, provides for severe punishment for violations of an order or provision of the Law. For example, execution is possible under Article 7 for
77
seriously disrupting banking.
Clearly the government organ entrusted with the enforcement of the
National General Mobilization Law can exercise considerable power by
reason of the blanket authority given it to determine what are national
general mobilization materials and when it is necessary to take the
measures provided for in the Law in regard to such materials. According
to the Outline for Implementing the National General Mobilization Law
as Part of Constitutional Goyernment, promulgated by the Executive
Yuan June 22, 1942, all competent central government and even local
government organs seem to have been empowered with the authority to
administer and issue orders pursuant to the National General Mobilization Law. The Executive Yuan by its Regulations on Regulations and
Orders Issued under the National General Mobilization Law, promulgated on December 8, 1951, however, clarified this ambiguity by centralizing in the Executive Yuan the issuance of orders under the Law. 78
The Executive Yuan has exercised this authority to issue orders on
several occasions. On May 3, 1951, for example, it declared foreign
currency a "national general mobilization material" and later promulgated regulations setting limits on the amount of foreign currency which
can be taken out of Taiwan. 79 Arrests of departing foreigners pursuant to
72. Id. art. 18.
73. Id. art. 19.
74. Id. art. 21.
75. Id. art. 23.
76. Id. art. 26.
77. Law ofJune 29, 1942, TSUI-HSiN LIU-FA CH'EUAN-SHU (Compilation ofLawsand Regulations)
307 (1978).
78. For a discussion of these developments see IN CHI-TNC, supra note 63, at 31-5.
79. LN CHI-TUNG supra note 63, at 35; Regulations of February 28, 1955, Provisions Restricting
the Carrying of Cold, Silver, Foreign Currency and New Taiwan Dollars by Passengers Entering or
Leaving the Country, 2 CHUNG-YANG FA-xuEi HuI-PI.N 2888 (1973).
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the Mobilization Law and these regulations are a not uncommon occurence at Taipei's Sung Shan International Airport. At present, clearly, the
Executive Yuan, the executive branch of the government, can exercise
great influence over material and labor resources by virtue of this Law.
In addition to these limitations on constitutional rights, a special
statute of quasi-constitutional status also restricts the exercise of them.
This statute is the "Temporary Provisions Effective (luring the Period of
Communist 'Rebellion," promulgated on May 10, 1948.80 The major
import of these Provisions is in Article 1 which states that during the
"period of communist rebellion" the President, by a resolution of the
Council of the Executive Yuan, may take emergency measures to avert an
immediate danger to the state or the people or to cope with a serious
financial or economic crisis without being subject to the procedural
restrictions prescibed in Articles 39 or 43 of the Constitution. Article 39 of
the Constitution empowers the President to declare martial law, but
subject to three procedural restrictions: that he do so in accordance "with
law ," that his declaration be approved or ratified by the Legislative Yuan,
and that the Legislative Yuan has the right to, request the President to
terminate martial law. Article 43 of the Constitution states that only in the
case of a natural calamity, epidemic or national financial or economic
crisis requiring emergency measures while the Legislative Yuan is in
recess, may the President upon a resolution by the Executive Yuan
Council and in accordance with the Law on Emergency Orders, issue
emergency orders to deal with the situation. Furthermore, he must
within one month after issuing such orders submit them to the Legislative
Yuan for ratification and if the Legislative Yuan does not consent, such
emergency orders will immediately cease to be valid.81
The "period of communist rebellion" mentioned in Article 1 of the
Temporary Provisions apparently began on the effective date of the
Provisions, May 10, 1948, and is to be terminated under Article 10 of the
Provisions by presidential proclamation.
The origins of the Temporary Provisions reveal that they were a
compromise measure resulting from a debate on whether or not to amend
the. Constitution. Soon after the Constitution became effective in December, 1947, the successes of the Chinese communists in the struggle
for political control of China forced the government to consider revising
the Constitution to grant the President emergency powers not subject to
the restraints of Articles 39 and 43 of the Constitution in order to respond
to the deteriorating situation. Rather than revise the Constitution itself,
80. TsuI-HSIN LIU-FA CH'YAN-SHU 7 (1976).

81. For a discussion of these points see Lo

CHIH-YUAN,

supra note 40, at 356-60,
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the National Assembly decided in March, 1948, to pass a special statute
according to the same procedures used for constitutional amendments as
provided for in Article 174 of the Constitution. The passage of this statute
under such procedures would indicate that it was to have equal validity
with the Constitution. 82 Accordingly, the Temporary Provisions are accorded a status equal to, or even superior to,8 3 that of the Constitution.
The scope of the emergency orders which the Temporary Provisions
allow seems to include by implication all measures which in normal times
would be permitted under Articles 39 and 43 of the Constitution relating
to martial law and emergency measures to deal with natural and human
disasters. 84 This would include, therefore, the powers conferred on the
commander-in-chief over local judicial and administrative matters pursuant to Article 8 of the Martial Law.8 5 In addition to these implied
powers, however, Article 4 of the Temporary Provisions also authorizes
the President to establish organs for making major policy decisions in
regard to national mobilization, suppression of the Communists and for
handling administrative matters in war zones. Although the President has
established the National Security Council to perform these functions, 8 6 it
appears that aside from measures relating to the National Security Council and to adjustments in the government's administrative and personnel
organs, the only orders issued by the President under the Temporary
Provisions were those of August 19, 1948 relating to a fiscal crisis and of
August 31, 1959 relating to floods in Taiwan . 8 7 It seems, therefore, that
while the President is empowered to issue emergency orders involving a
broad range of activities, he has exercised such powers at most infrequently.
B. Treaty Rights
The second basis for the rights enjoyed by American juristic and
natural persons in the Republic of China is the Treaty of Friendship,
Commerce and Navigation between the Republic of China and the
United States, signed on November 4, 1946 and effective November 30,
1948. In the Republic of China, as in most countries, treaties are inferior
to the Constitution, but in general8" superior to domestic legislation. The
82. Id. at 336-355.
83. LIN CHI-TUNG, CHUNCHUA MIN-xuo HSiENFA SHIH-LUN (An Explanation orthe Republic of
China Constitution) 420 (1976).
84. Lo CHIH-YUAN, supra note 40, at 357.
85. UN CHI-TUNG, supra note 53, at 428.
86. HUNG YING-TSAO, supra note 55, at 301.
87. LIN CHi-TuNcG supra note 53, at 437.
88. These points are not perfectly clear, for no binding precedents exist. Furthermore, it has been
suggested that later or more specific domestic legislation may be superior to a treaty. LIN-Clit TUNe,
supranote 83, at 364. For a contrary view with citations to two pre-constitution cases, see Hungdnh
Chiu, supra note 49, at 203.
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law is unclear about the relationship between a treaty and the Martial
Law, Mobilization Law and the Temporary Provisions mentioned
above. 89 This does not create any uncertainty about the status of Americans, however, because the Treaty by its own terms settles this question.
Article 26 makes all the rights granted by the Treaty subject to the
adoption or enforcement of certain measures. Subsection 1 (b) of Article
26, for example, subjects the Treaty rights to measures by the Republic of
China in regard to "military supplies" in "exceptional circumstances."
This would include measures under the National General Mobilization
Law, which applies by its terms to "national general mobilization materials" which can be requisitioned for purposes of strengthening national
defense capabilities in "wartime." Further, subsection 1(d) of Article 26
subjects the Treaty rights to measures necessary "for the protection of the
country in time ofnational emergency (chin-chi)." This would include the
measures pursuant to the Martial Law which speaks in Article 1 of the
President declaring martial law "during a state of emergency (chin-chil)"
as well as those under the Temporary Provisionswhich speak in Article 1
of the President taking "emergency (chin-chi) measures "to avert an
imminent (chin-chi) danger to the state or the people." The following
discussion therefore, assumes that the rights granted to Americans under
the Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation are subject to the
provisions of the Martial Law; the Mobilization Law and the Temporary
Provisions.
The Treaty exemption provisions clearly result in a signicant reduction in the rights granted by the Treaty upon Americans doing business in
the Republic of China. For example, the right of American nationals
under Article 2 of the Treaty to enter, travel within and carry on trade in
the Republic of China is subject to the authority of the Taiwan Garrison
Command to prohibit travel into and out of Taiwan9" and to manage all
administrative matters in Taiwan. 91 The rights ofAmericans under Treaty
89. A resolution adopted by a conference of judges organized by the Taiwan H-igh Court on
February 15, 1966 apparently relating to a possible conflict between the Martial Law and the Status of
Forces Agreement between the Republic of China and the United States seems to indicate (lat the
provision of a Treaty will take precedence over these statutes. Arguments for a contrary Interpretation would be first, that it seems illogical, despite the mandate of respect for treaties in Article 141 of
the Constitution, for a treaty, which is inferior to the Constitution, to be able to restore constitutional
rights restricted by special constitutionally authorized statutes and, secondly, that the purpose of a
friendship, commerce and navigation treaty is to assure a country's nationals and corporations most
favored nation or national treatment under the laws of the other country, but not to bestow on
nationals of one country rights in another country which the nationa. of the other country do not
themselves enjoy. Hungdah Chiu, supra note 49, at 203.
90. Martial Law, art. 4, TsuI-HsiN LIU-FA CH'bAN-SHU (Compilation of Laws and Regulations)
298 (1976).
91. Id. art. 7.

-
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Article 4, prompt trial, property not taken without due process of law and
prompt payment of just and effective compensation, are subject to the
right of the Taiwan Garrison Command to manage administrative and
judicial matters under Article 7 of the Martial Law, to the right of the
government to purchase or requisition property and to impose restrictions on the remittance of foreign currency under Articles 5 and 16 of the
National General Mobilization Law. The freedom of access to courts of
justice, freedom from unlawful searches, freedom to hold and dispose of
real estate, the rights of commercial travels on entry, sojourn and departure, liberty of conscience and freedom of worship, right to patent
monopoly, right to most favored nation treatment in transport and customs taxes, national treatment in regard to internal taxes for imported
United States goods, fair and equitable treatment under Republic of
China foreign exchange laws, freedom of commerce and navigation,
national treatment for United States vessels in Taiwan, freedom of United
States vessels to discharge cargoes at any Republic of China port open to
commerce and general freedom of transit through Taiwan would all be
subject to relevant provisions of these statutes which would severely
restrict or render these rights unenforceable. Without doubt the exercise
of the rights enjoyed by American individuals and corporations in the
Republic of China must rely in large part on the continuing decision by
the executive branch of the government not to employ the powers
statutorily delegated to it.
In addition to the exemptions in Article 26 relating to the Martial
Law, Mobilization Law and Temporary Provisions, other terms of the
Treaty subject in four cases the rights conferred by it to the applicable
provisions of ordinary statutes. s2 The first case is that of Article 2(11)
relating to the conduct by Americans of commercial, manufacturing and
other activities, but which applies only to activities "not forbidden by the
laws and regulations enforced by the duly constituted authorities." The
second case arises under Article 3 (d) which provides that American
corporations may exercise their right to engage in commercial, manufacturing and other activities, to hold, lease and occupy land and buildings,
and to employ agents or employees "unless otherwise provided by the
laws of the Republic of China." Article 8(1) repeats that the right of
92. In this discussion of the Treaty we assume that the words "subject to Utsun-clao)" and "unless
otherwise provided (ch'u . . kuei-ting wai)" as in Articles 2(1), 3(3) and 8(1) mean conflicting
domestic legislation would take precedence over the Treaty provision, but that the words "in
confbrmity with (i-chao) the applicable laws and regulations. . ." as in Articles 2(2), 4(IX2X3), 6(4)
and 12(1) or "upon compliance with (i-chao) the laws and regulations.. ." as in Articles 6(3) and 9
mean that the Treaty right is to be enforced according to non conflicting regulatory administrative
procedures. For the English and Chinese-texts ofthe Treaty see TREATiEs BmwEEN TnlE REPutLiC
OF CHINA AND FOREIGN STATES (1927-1959) 688 (Ministry of Foreign Affairs ed. 1958).
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Americans to acquire, hold and dispose of real and other immovable
property in Taiwan is "subject to the conditions and requirements as
prescribed by the laws and regulations" of the Republic of China. Third,
Article 4(2) grants to Americans the right to organize companies under the
laws of the Republic of China subject to Republic of'China restrictions on
the right of aliens to organize and participate in such companies.
The fourth case is that of Article 26(2)(d) of the Treaty which allows
the Republic of China to impose "restrictions" on Americans in the
enforcement of "police (ching-ch'a) laws." This exemption subjects
Americans to provisions of the Law for the Punishment of Police (chingch'a) Offenses which allows trial by police with no right of appeal to a
court. 93 Punishment imposed under this statute could be imprisonment

of up to seven days and prohibition of business fbr such an offense as
performing work or conducting business contrary to provisions of a law or
regulation. 94
These reservations mean,' in effect, that Americans enjoy these
rights only to the extent they are not restricted by national laws and
regulations. The one mitigating factor to these provisions is that Americans shall enjoy most favored nation status, that no domestic law or
regulation shall bind Americans if it does not also bind all other aliens in
the Republic of China. However, Taiwan's treaties with other countries
with which it has diplomatic relations do not establish any special
privileges for the nationals of any other country in regard to these rights9"
and the domestic legislation of the Republic of China does not establish
any such privileges. In effect, therefore, the Treaty in regard to these
areas grants Americans no greater rights than they and any other aliens
would normally enjoy under domestic legislation.
In general, the commercial rights which the Treaty bestows upon
Americans cover a wide range of interests with no clear distinction
93. Law ofSeptember3, 1943, Law for the Punishment of Police Offenses, arts. 32, 37, 42 and 47,
TsUI-HSIN LIU-FA CH'iAN-sHu 495 (1976).

94. Law of September 3, 1943, Law for the Punishment of Police Offenses, arts. '54(I)(12) and
54(11), TSUI-HSIN LIU-FA CH'iiN-sHu 495 (1976).
95. Besides the United States, the Republic of China has official diplomatic relations and trade

agreements at present according to Ministry of Foreign Affairs source.; with the following countreoi
The Vatican, Saudi Arabia, Jordan, South Korea (Trade Agreement of March 3, 1961), Libya, Ivory
Coast (Trade Agreement of August 31, 1971), Malawi, Swaziland, Lesotho, South Africa, Dominican
Republic (Trade Agreement of October 9, 1964), Haiti, Guatemala (Trade Agreement of November
8, 1974), Nicaragua (Trade Agreement of October 30, 1964), El Salvador (Trade Agreement of
October 23, 1964), CostaRica(Trade Agreement ofNovember 4, 1964), Panama(Trade Agreement of
October 26, 1964), Honduras (Trade Agreement of November 6, 1964), Colombia (Trade Agreement
of June 20, 1964), Bolivia, Uruguay, and Paraguay.
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between trade and investment. Those rights which play a major role in
the activities ofAmerican companies trading and investing in Taiwan are
described below.
Since most American business in Taiwan is conducted in the corporate form, the Treaty's assurances for the treatment of American and
American invested companies are of interest. Under Article III (2)
Americans have the right on a most favored nation basis to have their
United States corporations recognized as legal entities by the authorities
whether or not they have a permanent establishment, branch or agency in
the Republic of China aixd to establish branches in Taiwan. Americans
have the right under Article 4 to organize corporations under the laws of
the Republic of China on a most favored nation basis, but subject to
restrictions in domestic legislation on organization, control and management of Republic of China corporations by aliens generally and local
subsidiaries of United States corporations have the right to carry on
activities within Taiwan on the same basis as Republic of China corporations.
In regard to protection of their persons and property, Americans
under Article 4 enjoy in Taiwan, subject to the police law, the full
protection and security required by "international law." Americans accused of a crime shall receive reasonable and humane treatment and be
brought to trial promptly. The property of United States nationals and
corporations shall not be taken within the Republic of China without "due
process of law" (or in the Chinese text of the Treaty, ho-fa shou-hsu,
"lawful procedures"), or prompt payment ofjust and effective compensation. Furthermore, the recipient of such compensation has the right to
remit it from Taiwan in foreign currency, but subject to the option of the
Republic of China to allow such payments only in installments over a
three year period. The dwellings, factories and places of business of
Americans in the Republic are protected under Article 8 from unlawful
entry or molestation and any search of such places shall be made with due
regard for, and in such a way as to cause the least possible interference
with, the occupants or the ordinary conduct of any business. All these
rights are granted on a national and most favored nation basis. Americans
also have the means to defend these rights under Article 6(4) by assurance
of access to courts of justice, administrative tribunals and government
agencies without any requirement of registration or domestication.
In regard to industrial property, American nationals and corporations are to be accorded effective protection in the exclusive use of
inventions, trademarks and trade names and unauthorized manufacture,
use or sale of such inventions or imitation of their trademarks or trade
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names is prohibited and an effective remedy by civil action provided.
These rights are granted on most favored nation and national treatment
basis.
Another key aspect of doing business in the Republic of China is the
remittance of payments, capital and profits from Taiwan. Article 19 of the
Treaty assures that American nationals and corporations will receive "fair
and equitable" treatment under Republic of China exchange controls.
Specifically, no restriction or delay is to be imposed on the transfer of
payment for any American product which is not imposed on the similar
product of any third country. In regard to the transfer of profits, dividends, loans and any other international financial transactions, the
authorities are to accord most favored nation treatment to American
nationals and corporations and such exchange controls are to be administered so as not to put American individuals and corporations at a competitive disadvantage with any third country.
Taxation is an aspect of conducting business in Taiwan of interest to
all Americans engaged in activities there. Article 10 of the Treaty assures
that any internal taxes, fees or charges levied on the business or other
activities within the Republic of China will be no higher than assessed by
the Republic of China authorities on Chinese individuals and corporations and, furthermore, that such taxes will only be imposed on the
income or property reasonably allocable or apportionable to the Republic
of China. 96 This right is also granted on a most favored nation basis.
The Treaty also has several provisions which particularly affect trade.
It grants to United Nations commercial travelers most favored nation
treatment in regard to customs and other privileges upon entry into,
sojourn in and exit from the Republic of China. The Treaty also provides
in Article 13 that in regard to customs duties, customs formalities and the
taxation, sale and distribution of articles from the United States imported
into Taiwan, the authorities of the Republic of China will accord them
most favored nation and national treatment. Furthermore, this Article
also prohibits any prohibitions or restrictions solely directed towards the
importation, sale or distribution of American products and that, if the
Republic of China imposes any quotas on imported products, the United
States will be alloted a quota proportional to the total quantity or value
supplied by the United States. Also in regard to customs taxes, the Treaty
in Article 17 assures that the classification of articles will be published

96. These rights are subject, however, to Chinese prohibitions and restrictions relating to the
enforcement of revenue laws. Article 26(2)(d).
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promptly, that new regulations will not apply to goods already en route,
and that procedures for appeals against customs fines, penalties, confiscations and rulings be provided. And Article 18 provides that American
products are entitled to national treatment in regard to internal taxes and
that produ&ts of American invested companies in the Republic of China
will also enjoy national and most favored nation treatment in regard to
internal taxes and exportation.
Finally, the Treaty endows American shipping firms with a long list
of specific rights in regard to trade with the Republic of China. The basic
tenet underlying these rights is the "freedom of commerce and navigation" of Article 21. American vessels (defined as vessels under the United
States flag and carrying papers required by United States Law) have the
freedom on most favored nation basis to go to all ports, be accorded
national treatment in regard to harbor or other duties and to conditions
imposed on the passengers, tickets or bills of lading and in regard to
importing or exporting products in American vessels into or from the
Republic of China. American vessels are also to be accorded most favored
nation treatment in regard to discharge of cargoes and coastal and inland
navigation.
Subsequent exchanges of notes have clarified and expanded the
scope of the protection afforded by the Treaty in certain areas. None of
these additions, however, has significantly altered the general rights
described, and most of the changes relate to specific problems affecting a
particular form of business.9 7 Nor have any subsequent agreements
between the United States and Republic of China substantially altered
the picture outlined above.
The Friendship, Commerce and Navigation Treaty under present
circumstances clearly does not grant Americans unrestricted rights to
conduct trade and investment in the Republic of China. The Treaty itself
makes all its terms subject to emergency statutes and several of its terms
are subject to any conflicting ordinary legislation. The value of the other
rights granted to American nationals and corporations by the Treat, is
difficult to evaluate without an understanding of what the rights of aliens
are under Republic of China law generally. In any case, rights bestowed
by the Treaty, however limited, wouldlnevertheless have one advantage
over those granted by domestic legislation: they could not be revoked by a
subsequent statute.
97. See, for example, Exchange of Notes between the Republic of China and the United States,
dated February 26, 1972, and Ministry of Finance Ruling ofAugust 23, 1976, (65) TM-Tsm-Sltul

35634.
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STATUS OF AMERICAN CORPORATIONS

AND INDIVIDUALS UPON SEVERLNCE OF
DIPLOMATIC RELATIONS
The severance of diplomatic relations between the United States and
the Republic of China and the consequent termination9" of the Friendship, Commerce and Navigation Treaty would not lead to the immediate
termination retroactively of all riqhts granted to American nationals and
corporations in Taiwan. The general rule of international law recognized
by Republic of China scholars is that upon termination of a treaty the
parties generally bear no duty to continue to enforce their responsibilities
under the treaty, but the rights already vested under the treaty are not
affected by termination. 99 The Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations, to which the Republic of China is a signatory, 100 also provides in
Article 70 that rights and obligations which arise before the termination
of a treaty remain in effect after the termination of the treaty. 10 1 The
United States, although it signed the Vienna Convention, has not
ratified it.

These rules would provide some solace to American companies that
have already invested or are trading in Taiwan, but exceptions to and
interpretation of them could severely limit their effect. 02 The status of
American corporations and individuals in Taiwan for the long term will
surely depend in the main upon Chinese law.
If formal relations were severed, the general principle that would
probably govern the position of American nationals and corporations in
Taiwan is that of reciprocity. As noted above, the Constitution states that
"foreign relations" shall be based on the principles of equality and recip98. In previous cases the actual rupture of ties has been by the Republic of China when a country
with which it has relations takes steps to establish relations with the People's Republic of China,
Taiwan refuses to maintain diplomatic relations with a country which recognizes the People's
Republic of China. Ch'en Ch'ang-wen, Kuo-chia tui-wai kuan-hsi ti chi-kuan (The Foreign Relations
Organs of States) in HSEIN-TAi KuO-CHI-FA (Contemporary International Law) 535 (Ch'lu Hung-ia
ed. 1973). If United States-Republic of China relations were severed, it might be due to recognition
of the People's Republic of China, although it need not necessarily be so. The Treaty Itselfprovides In
Article 30(3) for termination by either party on one year's prior notice.
99. IAO-YrEH HSIN-LUN (New Theories on Treaties) 184-5 (Hung-ta Ch'iu ed. 1959), Wu Y'ANd,

CHUNG-KUO Yu Kuo-cHi-FA (China and International Law), III, 750 (1957).
100. See Ch'en Chang-wen, supra note 98, at 484. For United States see T.I.A.S. No. 7502,
101. HSIEN-TAi Kuo-cm-FA (Contemporary International Law) (Reference Materials) 65 (Ch'lu
Hung-ta ed. 1972).
102. How to define "vested rights" is an example of such difficulties.
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rocity. Since the Republic of China's government authorities interpret
the term "foreign relations" to refer not only to the Republic of China's
relations with those countries with which it maintains formal diplomatic
ties, but also to its interaction with those countries with which it does not
have such formalities, the treatmerit afforded to Taiwanese juristic and
natural persons in the United States and the interpretation of this treatment by the authorities of the executive branch of the Republic of China
government would be major factors in determining the rights ofAmerican
individuals and companies in Taiwan.
Perhaps the most immediate question for American business interests in Taiwan upon termination of the Treaty would be whether Chinese
law would consider American corporations to be juristic persons. As
noted above, Article 3 of the Friendship, Commerce and Navigation
Treaty grants American corporations the right to recognition. Recognition of a foreign company as a juristic person is important because under
Article 15 of the Law of Application of the Book of General Principles a
person who performs ajuristic act with another person in the name of an
unrecognized foreign juristic person bears joint responsibility with the
foreign juristic person for such juristic act.l 0 3 Furthermore, the Company
Law prohibits a foreign company from transax-cting business in the
Republic of China without a certificate of admission evidencing such
recognition. 104 Accordingly, under Chinese law recognition of a foreign
company as a juristic person does not follow automatically from the
company's incorporation in a foreign state. Rather the foreign company
must procure the approval of recognition by the Ministry of Economic
Affairs, part of the executive branch of the government.' 0 5
A foreign company must meet three criteria under Article 373 of the
Company Law before the Ministry will consider it for approval. 10 6 First,
the company's purpose or business must not be repugnant to the law,
public order or good morals of the Republic of China. Second, the area in
which its branch is established must not prevent aliens from residing
there and aliens must not be prevented from engaging in the same line of
business. This provision is a relic of the treaty port days. Third, the
foreign company must not misrepresent any information it provides in its
application for recognition. 10 7 In addition to these requirements, recog103. TSUI-HSIN LIU-FA CH'iUAN-SHU (Compilation of Laws and Regulations) 47 (1976).
104. Art. 371, TSUI-HSIN LIU-FA CH'iJAN-SHU (Compilation of Las and Regulations) if3 (1978).
105. Arts. 5,387,388 ofthe Company Law, Tsui-HsIN LIU-FA CH*JAN-S11U (Compilation ofLaws
and Regulations) 92, 114 (1978).
106. The condition under Article 371 of the Company Law that a foreign company must be

incorporated in its own country and conduct business there is ignored as irrelevant to this discussion.
107. CH'EN Ku-YuAN, 3 SHANrSmH-FA (Commercial Law) 741-5 (1968).
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nition may be withheld if the foreign country does not extend recognition
to Chinese companies. 10 8 Fulfillment of these requirements, however,
does not give the foreign company a right to recognition, for approval is
essentially discretionary.
American companies which have already been recognized by the
Republic of China while the Treaty was in effect will probably continue to
be recognized by the Ministry of Economic Affairs in accordance with
past practice. The Ministry is authorized, however, to cause the cancellation of a registration which has already been approved. For example, the
Ministry may apply to court for the dissolution ofa company if its activities
are repugnant to law, public order or good morals.' 0 9 Subject to this
caveat the American companies operating in Taiwan at present should
continue to be recognized as they have been in the past even if formal
relations were severed.
Once a foreign company has been granted recognition by the Ministry of Economic Affairs, it enjoys the same rights and bears the same
obligations in general as a Chinese company and is to the same extent
subject to the jurisdiction of the Ministry.110 However, since a foreign
corporatiom only has the capacity to posess rights withim the limits
prescribed by laws and orders, exceptions to the equal treatment of
foreign and Chinese juristic persons may be established by either a law or
regulation.'
As under present conditions, the general rights ofAmerican corporations to conduct commercial, manufacturing and other activities in
Taiwan would be subject to the laws amd regnlatiorns of the duly constituted authorities of the Republic of China if formal relations were severed. Chinese law imposes restrictions on the business activities of
foreigners in Taiwan due to considerations of alienage and Sovereignty,
The principal limitations on the business operations of foreigners
based on alienage relate to organization and control ofcorporations and to
land ownership. Approved foreign investments are generally exempt
108. We know of no federal or state statute or judicial decision which would prevent recognition of
a Chinese company as a juristic person if diplomatic relations were severed,
109. Law of May 23, 1929, The Civil Code, art. 36, TsUI-HSIN LIU-FA CI'6.AN-sIIu (Compilation
of Laws and Regulations) 42 (1978). See also S-Arts. 9, 10, 379, CoMPANy LAW.
110. COMPANY LAW, art. 375, and Law of November 22, 1929, Law Governing Application ofthe
Book of General Principles, art. 12, TsuI-Hs N LIU-FA CH'6A-sHu (Compilation of Laws and

Regulations) 46 (1978).
111. Law Governing Application of the Book of General Principles, art. 2. See also HUNG
HSUN-HSIN, CHUNG-KUO MIN-FA TSUNG-TSE (General Principles of the Chinese Civil Codo) 79
(1976) and Liu TE-xUAN, MIN-FA TSUNG-TSE (General Principles of the Civil Code) 49 (1975).
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from these restrictions. At present, limitations on the operation or management of business enterprises by aliens are restricted in several fields.
In shipping, aliens cannot own a ship of Chinese registry under Article 2
of the Vessels Law." 2 In public enterprises, aliens cannot manage a
public enterprise under Article 16 of the Law on Supervision of Public
Enterprises. 1 3 In the mining industry, foreign companies are prohibited
from engaging in mining under Article 5 of the Mining Law," 4 and in the
fishing industry, aliens are prohibited from participating as fishermen
under Article 8 of the Law on the Fishing Industry."15 The major restriction on management of a Chinese corporation relates to the position of
Chairman of the Board which, under Article 208 of the Company Law is
reserved to Chinese nationals.
The restrictions on land ownership by aliens are a good example of
the application of the principle of reciprocity restrained by a concern for
national sovereignty. When the Land Lav was promulgated in 1946,
Article 18 relating to aliens' ownership of land provided that they could
take title to real property in the Republic of China to the extent that "an
equal and reciprocal treaty between the country concerned and the
Republic of China and, also the domestic legislation of the country
concerned permits nationals of the Republic of China to enjoy the same
rights.""' 6 In 1955, this Article was amended to delete the requirement
of an equal and reciprocal treaty, because some countries, such as South
Korea, had friendly relationships with Taiwan and maintained diplomatic
ties but had signed no treaty providing for real property rights. The
amended Article retained the requirement of diplomatic relations between the foreign country and the Republic of China. Only in 1975 was
the Article further amended to provide for reciprocity as the sole basis for
recognizing an alien's rights to real property, whether or not the foreign
7
country maintains diplomatic relations with the Republic of China."1
In the past, the application of the principle of reciprocity has meant
that American corporations from some states were not-allowed to own
land in Taiwan. 118 At the present, however, it appears that no state in the
112. Law of December 4, 1930, The Vessels Law, 4 CHUNG-YANG FA-xUEi Hiu-.p'sx (Compilation of Central Government Laws and Regulations) 5429 (1973).
113. Law of December 21, 1929, Law on Supervision of Privately Owned Public Utilities, 3
CHUNG-YAc FA-xuEi HuIcePsEN(CompilationofCentralCovernment LawsandfRegulations)3929.
114. Law ofMay26, 1930, The Mining Law, 3 CHUNc-YANc FA-KuEt Hui-PiE. (Compilation of
Central Government Laws and Regulations) 4134 (1973).
115. aw ofNovemberll, 1929, Law on the Fishing Industry, 3 Cuu.Nc-YAc FA-kUEt HUP-IEx
(Compilation of Central Government Laws and Regulations) 4012 (1973).
116. CH1AO Tsu-HAN, T'U-TI-FA SHIH-LUN (The Theory of the Land Law) 86 (1976).

117. Id. at 87.
118. Id. at 88, citing a 1954 Executive Yuan order concerning the laws of Louisiana.
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United States places restrictions on the right of aliens to own land that
would by invocation of the rule of reciprocity substantially restrict the
rights of United States corporations and individuals in the Republic of
China to hold interests in land. In any case, the determination as to
whether any such restrictions exist is made by th. executive branch of the
Chinese government." 19
In addition to the largely theoretical restrictions imposed on alien
ownership of real estate by the principle of reciprocity, the Land Law
establishes other limitations in the interests of national sovereignty.
Undoubtedly the most comprehensive restriction is that on the transfer of
an interest in land, the establishing of encumbrances on land or the rental
of land which obstructs natidnal policy under Article 16 of the Land Law.
Under this provision, the central government organ in charge of land
administration may request the Executive Yuan to prevent the transfer or
other transaction.
The limitations on land ownership by aliens set forth in Article 17 of
the Land Law are more specific. Under this Article the following land
may not be transferred to, encumbered by or leased to aliens: agricultural
land, forests, fishing land, pasture land, hunting land, salt producing
land, mining land, land with fresh water springs, key military locations
and border areas. 120 Furthermore, those types of land which may be held
by aliens can only be used after permission is secured from the local
district government and, indirectly, the Executive Yuan under Article 19
and 20 of the Land Law. For example, an alien who leases or purchases
land for use as a residence, shop, factory, church, or certain other
purposes does so subject to specific restrictions by the local government
as to area and location.
In regard to taking of property, American corporations and individuals would probably not suffer were the Friendship, Commerce and
Navigation Treaty terminated. Qualified investments under Article 15 of
the Statute for Investment by Foreign Nationals which have more than 51
percent foreign ownership are exempt from requisition for as long as they
are more than 51 percent foreign owned, but for a maximum of twenty
years.'-2 Except for these qualified investments, the rights of American

119. Id. at 88-89. Note cases No. 6957 of 1952, No. 5948 of 1954, mid No. 7426 of 1955 which
involved Americans.
120. Law of June 30, 1930, The Land Law, Tsui-HsIN LIu-FA CH'ibAN-SI1U (Compilation ofLaws
and Regulations) 573 (1978).
121. Law of July 14, 1954, Statute for Investment by Foreign Nationals, TsUI-ISIN LIU-FA
CH'fAN-SHU (Compilation of Laws and Regulations) 779 (1978).
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corporations and individuals to property are at present subject to several
constitutional restrictions. As noted above, Article 145 allows the government to restrict by law private wealth and private enterprise if they
obstruct the balanced development of national wealth and of the people's
livelihood. Such authority would permit the government to take property. 122 Article 23 of the Constitution, as noted above, allows restriction
ofthe right ofproperty to avert an urgent crisis, to maintain social order or
to advance the public interest and Article 143 allows the State to purchase
private land at any time. The exercise of these rights, however, by the
State must be through implementing legislation.'" Further, at the present time the Martial Law in Article 11 calls for "appropriate (Ihsiangtang)" compensation for civilian foodstuffs and resources of military value
which are requisitioned by order of the commander-in-chief in an area
under martial law. Finally, the government possesses the right to requisition property under Article 5 of the National General Mobilization LaLw.
In the absence of the Treaty's guarantee that the taking be in accordance with "lawful procedures" and that compensation be prompt,

adequate and effective, American corporations and individuals would be
subject to the various standards for compensation provided for in different domestic statutes. Chinese law has no uniform standard ofcompensation for taking of property by the government.' 24 For example, the Law
on Control of Agriculture, Mining, Industry and Commerce in Time of
Emergency allows taking or use of property by the government, but
states that it shall grant "compensation for losses caused."1 25 The Military
Requisition Law allows the requisition of "militarily necessary things" as

defined very broadly and compensation is limited to "actual and direct"
damages. 1 26 The Statute for Investment by Foreign Nationals provides
for "reasonable" compensation for expropriation for military needs when
foreign capital is less than fifty-one percent of the qualified investment. The
Constitution in Article 143 provides for the purchase ofprivate land by the
122. W¥ANG JEN-HUNG, WVAI-KUO SZU-JEN 'ou-TzU CHIH CIIANc-Li YEJ PAo-IIu (1e Encouragement and Protection of Private Foreign Investment) 125 (1975). Wang, however, believes that
Article 145 would not apply to approved investments under the Statute for Encouragement of
Foreign Investment.
123. Liu Chia-yi, The Status ofAliens andRecognized Foreign Corpordtionsunderthe Law ofthe
Republic of China, in TRADE AND INWESTMENT IN TAIWAN 225 (. Cosway ed. 1973).
124. CH'ENG CHUNG-Pu, Hsing-cheng-fa Shangkuo-chia tse-jen chiliIi-lun yii li-fa tH rn-chin (A
Study ofthe Legislation andTheory of the Government's Responsibility underAdministrative Law),
5.1 FA-HsUEa LuN-Ts'uNG (Essays on the Law) 70-75.
125. Law of December 22, 1937, Law on Control of Agriculture, Mining, Industry and Commerce
in Time of Emergency, 3 CHU G-YANG FA-KUEi HuI-PiEN (Compilation of Central Government
Laws and Regulations) 4804 (1973).
126. Law of July 12, 1937, The Military Requisition Law 2 CIIUNC-YA.Nc FA-KuEI HUi-PIE.
(Compilation of Central Government Laws and Regulations) 1789 (1973).
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government"accordingtoitsvalue. "The Land Law'srules oncompensation
include the value ofthe land, expenses ofremoval to other land and expenses
of obtaining compensation as determined by the competent local government organ. The "value" of the land is not market value, however but the
127
often considerable lower assessed value.
The use of OPIC insurance by American firms to guard against the
dangers of expropriation and inconvertibility would not alter the extent of
the American interest in Taiwan. Individual companies having such
insurance would be protected against loss of their investments, but since
the United States government is subrogated to the insured party's claim,
the right to pursue compensation is still in the hands of Americans and any
loss would be borne by Americans.
Were a dispute to arise over the taking of approved American
investment property in Taiwan, it would probably be handled by conciliation or abitration under the rules of the Convention on th. Settlement of
Investment Disputes between States and Nationals of Other States to
which both the Republic of China and the United States are signatories.1 2 8 Assuming the consent of the Republic of China to the jurisdiction of the International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes
under Article 25 of the Convention, the aggrieved American party could
utilize the Convention to seek redress. In cases not involving investments, the aggrieved American party's remedies would probably effectively terminate upon exhaustion of local remedies under Chinese law.
The only difference in the procedures available to an aggrieved at present
under the Friendship, Commerce and Navigation Treaty would be that in
most cases the lack of the Treaty provision calling for protection of
American property means that in general the Republic of China has no
obligation under international law to afford American companies and
129
individuals treatment other than that afiorded to Chinese companies.
The property of American companies and individuals therefore would be
subject to the various statutes outlined above in addition to the constitutional, Martial Law, Mobilization Law and Temporary Provisions restrictions to which they are subject at present.

127. Lai Chang, Lun chiang-lit'ou-tzu t'iao-liyu-kuan tu-ti cheng-shouc/ha kueti-tng (Discussion
ofthe Provisions concerning Expropriation ofLand in the Statute for Encouragement of Investment),
39.12 MIN-CHu HsIEN-CHENG (Democratic Constitutional Government) 10 (April, 1971).
128. Law of December21, 1968, Statute on the Enforcement ofthe Convention on tie Settlement
of Investment Disputes between States and Nationals of Other States, 3 CIIUNG-YANG FA-KUEI
HUr-PIEN (Compilation of Central Government Laws and Regulations 4708 (1973).
129. See WANG JEN-HUNG, supra note 122, at 127-139, 210-212, for a discussion of possible
exceptions to this rule in special cases under the Statute for Encouragement of Foreign Investment.
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Another Treaty protection which Americans will lose if the Friendship, Commerce and Navigation Treaty is terminated is that of most
favored nation fai. and equitable treatment in the. remittance of foreign
exchange into and from Taiwan. Even under the treaty at present these
rights are subject to constitutional and Temporary Provisions restrictions.
It is difficult to determine the value of this treaty properly, for at present
no laws or regulations in effect prescribe discriminatory treatment against
Americans and no other Chinese treaties provide more favorable treatment to any other nationals than that which would be accorded to Americans in the absence of the Friendship, Commerce and Navigation Treaty.
Perhaps the most logical, but for the forseeable future unlikely, basis for
restriction on foreign exchange transactions would be the rejection of
applications for the outward remittances of foreign currency under Articles 1 and 5(4) of the Statute on Foreign Exchange Regulation due to an
unfavorable balance of international payments.1 30 Even at presemt under
the fair and equitable treatment of the Treaty, however, American companies and individuals are generally subject to such a restriction and even
qualified investments under the Statute for Investment by Foreign
Nationals would be subject to this condition.'13
In regard to protection of rights to patents and trademarks by
American corporations and individuals, the termination of the Treaty
would have but slight legal effect. Both the Patent and Trademark Laws
apply the primciple of reciprocity, stating that applications may be refused if the law of the country of a foreign applicant does not permit
applications by a Chinese national. The negative implication is that
applications from foreign companies and nationals will be accepted if
their country accepts applications from Chinese juristic and natural persons. Since United States patent and trademark laws permit applications
on the same reciprocal basis as the Chinese,1 32 no problem should occur
in regard to these two areas.

130. Law ofDecember24, 1970, Lawon Foreign Exchange Control, Tsui-uS.Lau-FACS('uA.6 SHU (Compilation of Laws and Regulations) 783 (1978).
131. The Statute in Article 11 does not seem to guarantee freedom of remittance of funds but
merely the right "to apply for (shen-chingy such remittance. The same applies to compensation for
requisition under Article 14. In regard to such compensation, however, theTreaty places a th'ree year
maximum delay on its remittance outward. The language of these Articles seems to mean that the
Central Bank of China could refuse to grant the application. Cf. W~AcNJF%.;-11uNo. supra note 122 at
126. Query also the application of restrictions under Article 7(3Xb) ofthe Articles ofAgreement of the
International Monetary Fund pursuant to Article 26(lXe) oftheTreaty evenwhile theTreaty isstill in
force.
132. 35 U.S.C. § 115.
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The access of American companies and individuals to the courts and
government agencies in Taiwan to protect their rights will not differ if
the Treaty is terminated. As at present their access will depend on their
meeting the relevant requirements under the Code of Civil Procedure
and other laws.
I

Foreign corporations generally have a right as "people (Yen-min)" to
access to government offices to voice their grievances and request remedial measures. 133 Whether this right would apply to an unrecognized
foreign corporation, however, is unclear. Since the Treaty speaks not of a
requirement of "recognition", but of "registration" or "domestication,"
however, this involves no change over the present situation.
In regard to access to regular and administrative courts, assuming
that the requirements of subject matter jurisdiction are satisfied, an alien
still must possess both personal and procedural capacity in order to bring
a suit. Personal capacity requires that the plaintiff and defendant be the
true parties in interest. 13 4 Procedural capacity requires that they have the'
right under the relevant law to perform the juristic acts related to the suit.
Chinese law does not require "registration" or recognition for foreign
companies as a condition precedent to personal or procedural capacity.
The loss of the Treaty right exempting them from such "registration,"
therefore, will not alter their rights. An unrecognized foreign company
must, however, appoint a litigious representative in Taiwan as a condition
precedent to procedural capacity. Such appointment does not carry any
adverse tax or other effects except that it makes it possible not only for the
foreign corporation to sue, but also to be sued.
In regard to customs taxes, American exporters would suffer no
certain setback if diplomatic relations were severed because the Republic
of China does not have most favored nation customs tariffs. The one
present domestic statutory provision of possible import is Article 47(1) of
the Customs Tax Law which allows the Executive Yuan to adjust customs
taxes up or down by 15 percent in order to respond to a special domestic
or international economic situation or to adjust the supply of certain
materials.' 35 American exporters are, however, subject to this provision
at present. One privilege which American exporters would lose, in addition to most favored nation treatment, would be the privilege of having

133. Article 1, Law of December 18, 1954, The Petition Law, Tsui-nsw LIU-FA C11'UAN-S1U
(Compilation of Laws and Regulations) 874 (1976).
134. Liu Chia-yi, supra, note 123, at 236.
135. Law ofAugust 8, 1967, The Customs Law, 2 CHUNG-YANc FA-KuEI HUI-PIEN (Compilation

of Central Government Laws and Regulations) 2791 (1973).
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changes in customs taxes not apply to goods already in transit. These
changes, however, need not substantially affect American exports to
Taiwan.
In regard to shipping and commercial aircraft, the status of American
ships and planes to enter Taiwan's ports and land at its airports would be
determined by recent administrative regulations issued by the Executive
Yuan which make the entry of the ships and aircraft of countries not
diplomatically recognizing the Republic of China subject to special rules.
Ships and aircraft must secure permission from the competent administrative authority before they may enter Taiwan and the granting of this
permission is discretionary.1 36

The disappearance of the Friendship, Commerce and Navigation
Treaty's assurances of most favored nation treatment for American companies generally allows the imposition on them of discriminatory statutory and administrative sanctions. Such seems to have happened with
Japanese companies.
For example, the Chairman of the Industrial Development & Investment Center, a subdivision of the Ministry of Economic Affairs of the
Executive Yuan, emphasized that Japanese investment was welcome in
four sectors of the economy, seemingly thereby implying that it was not
particularly welcome in other sectors.' 3 7 It is true, however, that
Japanese firms do not in general find the absence of diplomatic relations a
significant barrier to trade and investment. Clearly the present economic
necessity of such trade with and investment in the Republic of China's
economy limits any such disadvantage to the minimum.
One important issue not mentioned in the Treaty is the recognition
of American court judgments in Taiwan. In the absence of a treaty, the
Republic of China's Code of Civil Procedure and Compulsory Execution
Law are the relevant legislation determining whether a United States
judgment would be enforced. In Taiwan, ajudgment must be both "final"
(not interlocutory) and "irrevocable" (unappealable) before it can be
enforced.' 3 8 These same two requirements apply to a foreign judgment
under Article 402 of the Code of Civil Procedure, but the point of
136. Regulations on Restricting Foreign Vessels and Civilian Aircraft from Entering and Leaving
R.O.C. International Ports and Airports, art. 6,4 CHUNG-YANG FA-kum Hui-PIE.' (Compilation of
Central Government Laws and Regulations) 5650 (1973).
137. TheDelegationLedbyChairman Lu VisitedJapanandSecuredlnvestmentsin then.O.C. by
SubstantialJapaneseManufacturersand Merchants, 5 KuNG-YEH T'ou-'rzu Ciim.E-nsuN (Industrial Investment News Briefs) 2 (December, 1976).
138. Law of January 19, 1940, The Compulsory Execution Law, art. 4, TsU-IISiN, LfIj-FA
CH'bAN-sHu (Compilation of Laws and Regulations) 221 (1976).
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reference is the law ofthe foreign country rather than that of the Republic
of China.139
A foreign judgment which satisfies these prerequisites, however,
will not necessarily be enforced, for it must as well not violate any of the
four prohibitive categories of Article 402. The first prohibition under this
Article relates to lack ofjurisdiction by the foreign court according to the
laws of the Republic of China. Jurisdiction is taken to mean general
jurisdiction over the subject matter of the dispute and the laws are taken
to be the international rules on jurisdiction (generally a French standard)
accepted by Taiwanese scholars. 140 Second, a foreign judgment will be
refused enforcement if the losing party in the suit was Chinese, he did not
make an appearance and he did not receive process or such process was
not served through the judicial assistance of the Republic of China. Such
judicial assistance is rendered pursuant to the Law Governing Fxtension
of Assistance to Foreign Courts. Third, the foreign judgment will not be
enforced if reciprocity in the recognition of foreign judgments does not
exist between Taiwan and the foreign country concerned. Scholars indicate that this requirement does not demand that foreign relations
exist between the Republic ofChina and the foreign country involved, 141
but there seem to have been cases in which a judge has refused enforcement on this ground. 142 Fourth, aforeignjudgment will not be enforced ifit
is considered incompatible with the public order or good morals of the
Republic of China.
Most Americans seeking the enforcement of foreign judgments in
Taiwan wish not only to enforce their judgment, but to remit the proceeds
there from out of Taiwan in foreign currency. Therefore, the Central
Bank of China, which administers the foreign exchange controls, is most
often the final arbiter of whether the alien will receive abroad the proceeds of his judgment. The Central Bank has established administrative
rules for applying for the remittance of foreign currency, one of which
apparently states that only Chinese nationals can apply. Accordingly, the
Central Bank recently informed a foreign judgment creditor that he

139. Liu CHiA-x, Kuo-cHI SZU-FA (Private International Law) 324 (1974), SU YUAN-CII'ENC,
Kuo-cm Szu-FA (Private International Law) 144-55 (1971).
140. Ho SHiH, Kuo-cm Szu-FA (Private International Law 298-303 (1970); MA HAN-PAO, stipra
note 55, at 169-173.
141. Su Yuan-ch'eng, supra note 139, at 149; Tseng Ch'en Ming-ju, Wal-kuo p'an.chtic chih
hsiao-li (The Legal Effect of Foreign Judgments) in KuO-CHI SZU-FA CHUAN-LIN (Essays In Private
International Law) 208 (1976).
142. A case was referred to the author by Paul S. P. Hsu. The Economic News (Taipei) November
21, 1974 at D8-1. See also Su YuAN-CH'ENG, supra note 139, at 151, 155.
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should request his judgment debtor to apply for the foreign exchange
remittance for him.14
One final problem related to the enforcement of an American judgment in the Republic of China which might occur upon the severance of
diplomatic relations is that of the assistance rendered by the Chinese at
present to United States courts in the service of process and discovery.
The requirement ofreciprocal assistance in Article 4 of the Lav Governing Extension of Assistance to Foreign Courts should cause no difficulty,
but the provision of Article 3 that diplomatic (wai-chiao)channels serve as
the means for such assistance raises the question of whether diplomatic
channels exist between countries not recognizing each other.14 4 As mentioned above, the legislative and executive branches of the government
seem to have indicated that they can. Accordingly, this Law could still be
utilized for assistance in service of process and discovery if formal diplomatic relations between the United States and Republic of China were
severed.
In most regards the legal rights of American corporations and individuals would not be altered significantly by the absence of formal diplomatic ties. Statutory privileges granted to aliens such as those under the
Foreign Investment Statute, would still be available to them. In other
respects, such as taxes, they would continue to be treated for the most
part like Chinese companies. In assessing the rights which American
juristic and natural persons enjoy on the same basis as Chinese persons
the role played by the competent administrative authorities in interpreting the laws must be taken into account.
The power of the government's administrative organs to interpret
the laws is of course greatest when the statutory language is silent or
ambiguous. Even when the meaning of the statute seems perfectly clear,
however, the sub-departments of the Executive Yuan have successfully
adopted interpretations which conflict with it. One example concerns the
Business Tax Law. The Business Tax is a gross receipts tax paid according
to different standards depending on the type of activity of the enterprise
concerned. For a trading company, for example, the tax is assessed on the
value of all the merchandise sold. Article 7(20) of the Law provides that:
The following items shall be exempted from Business Tax:
(20) Lease income received from the lease of personal property
do not engage in the
or real estate by profit-seeking enterprises which
1 45
leasing business exclusively or concurrently.
143. Letter from Foreign Exchange Department, Central Bank ofChina to John S. Lee, March3,
1977, (66) Tai-yang-wai-tzu No. (VI) 02095.
144. Law ofApril 25, 1963, Law Governing Extension ofAssistance to Foreign Courts, TSUMIiSis
LIU-FA Ci'AN-SHU (Compilation of Laws and Regulations) 274 (1978).
(Compilationfof
145. Law ofJune 13,1931, The BusinessTax Law, TSUI-USIN LU-FACH'uAN-s
Laws and Regulations) 697 (1978).
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The manifest iptent of this provision is to exempt those business
firms that are not in the business ofleasing from the Business Tax on lease
income. Starting in 1968, however, the Ministry of Finance, part of the
Executive Yuan, has interpreted away this exemption. The key to its
interpretation is that it denies that a company's registration with the
government authority in charge of corporations is the relevant criterion
for determining whether a company is "engaged in the leasing
business."' 146 Instead of official registration, the Ministry has proposed a
factual examination of the activities of the company, but has applied this
test in such a manner that any firm receiving lease income, no matter how
small a percentage of its total income, must pay Business Tax on this lease
income. It is significant that a suggestion was made in 1968 to amend the
language of Article 7(20) to incorporate this interpretation into the statute
itself, but this has never been done. Several suits brought in the administrative courts challenging this interpretation as contrary to the statute
have all failed.' 4 7 The exemption has thus ceased to exist.
Not only are American corporations and individuals subject to
domestic legislation, they are also subject to administrative regulations.
Since these regulations are administered by sub-departments of the
executive branch of the government, American juristic and natural persons are subject to the interpretations of the regulations adopted by these
sub-departments. One example ofthe power of an administrative organ to
determine an alien's rights by issuing an ex cathedra interpretation is in
the granting of visas. Article 14 of the Regulations on Visas for Foreign
Passport Holders provides that foreign applicants who come to Taiwan to
engage in lawful personal or collective activities for more than two months
-must apply for an entry visa. 148 In applying for the entry visa the alien
must provide to the Ministry of Foreign Affhirs or its agents "evidence of
his purpose in coming to the Republic of China." Previously, Americans
coming to work in Taiwan needed only a simple letter from their prospective employer stating that they were coming to the Republic of China to
continue or take up employment. Starting in March, 1976, however, the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, in an effort to reduce unnecessary employment of foreign expatriates, has interpreted the key word "evidence" as
meaning that all aliens coming to work in Taiwan must supply the documents required in the Regulations concerning Application by Private
146. See interpretations in CHUNG-HUA MIN-KUO YINC-YEH-SHUI FA-LING CII'AN-S1IU (A
Complete Book of Business Tax Laws and Regulations of the Republic of China 359-62 (Chong

Pan-K'un ed. 1975).
147. Id., at 214.
148. Regulations of June 24, 1965, Regulations on Visas for Foreign Passport Holders, 1 CliuNcYANG FA-xuEI HUI-PIEN (Compilation of Central Government Laws and Regulations) 1469 (1973),
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Enterprises for Hiring Aliens or Overseas Chinese.' 49 These Regulations
apply to factory "technicians" and to management personnel of approved
foreign investments and establish standards inappropriate to other than
these personnel. Accordingly, this new interpretation has made it almost
impossible for the numerous American and other foreign enterprises
which are engaged in trade, but are not approved foreign investments to
secure visas for expatriates who possess necessary business but no technical skills.
The broad authority exercised by the competent authorities over
different parts of the economy has resulted not surprisingly in a large
bureaucracy to administer government supervisory regulations. The establishment and operation of a business in Taiwan requires initial and
continuing contact with government agencies. Not surprisingly, the
major complaint of American investors and businessmen on conducting
business in Taiwan has been excessive red tape in the government
bureaucracy. 150 These qovernment bureaucrats are for the most part
members of the executive branch of government and are undoubtedly
influenced by the general, or even specific, policies set by their superior.
superiors. 15
The lack ofofficial diplomatic ties between the Republic of China and
the United States would deprive American juristic and natural persons of
the opportunity to have the American Embassy intervene on their behalf
with the Taiwanese government to prevent or terminate any discriminatory or disadvantageous measures directed towards them. The functional
equivalent of a consulate, if not an embassy, in the form of an association
similar to the Japanese Interchange Association's offices in Taipei and
52
Kaohsiung could fill the gap left by the departure of the Embassy.1
Although such offices might be marqinally less effective than an embassy
and consulates, their actual influence would depend, like that of these
more formal organs, on the economic, political and military power of the
country they represented.
149. Regulations ofAugust2, 1961, Regulations concerning Application by Private Enterprises for
Hiring Aliens or Overseas Chinese, 3 CHUNG-YANG FA-KuEI Hui-PiEs (Compilation of Laws and
Regulations) 4720 (1973).
150. John S. Y. Chiu, The General Economic and Business Climatefor Trade and Inrestment
between the United States and the Republic of China, in TnADE AND L%mm. t!NT 1. TMxWA 71
(1973) and J. Schreiber, supra note 7, at 65.
151. One American banker with experience in Taiwan described the delicate position in which
American corporations may find themselves in the following manner. "It's very subtle ... everything you want becomes a little bit easier if you are seen to cooperate with the government;
everything becomes a little harder ifyou don't." Asian Wall StreetJournal, Jan. 11, 1977, at9, col. 6.
152. Ch'en Ch'ang-wen, supra note 98, at 536.
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CONCLUSION

The legal status of American corporations and individuals, their
rights and privileges under international and domestic law, would
undergo a change in form rather than substance if formal diplomatic
relations between'the United States and the Republic of China were
severed. The change in form would erve from the termination of the
Friendship, Commerce and Navigation Treaty which at present guarantees Americans a substantial nunl6r of rights in their trading and investing activities in Taiwan. These rights, however, are not as advantageous
as they might appear at first blush for two reasons. First, these rights are
subject to legislative and institutional restrictions which render them
something less than full rights not to be superseded by mere administrative measures and effectively protected through recourse to an independent judiciary. To a large extent these restrictions are the result of the
unusual war footing which the Republic of China's government has
maintained on Taiwan for almost thirty years. Emergency legislation and
a strong executive branch have been seen as indispensable elements of
this war footing. As a result, the rights enjoyed in Taiwan by American
corporations and individuals under the Republic of China Constitution
and the Friendship, Commerce and Navigation Treaty of 1947 are subject
to the special claims of the government. Americans are able to exercise
these rights, then, only because the Chinese authorities do not see the
need at present to enforce all the powers granted to them by emergency
legislation.
Secondly, the Friendship, Commerce and Navigation Treaty, with
one exception, does not provide Americans in Taiwam with substantially
greater rights than they would enjoy without the Treaty. The few
privileges which the Treaty bestows upon Americans are not of great
consequence. The most favored nation treatment in the Treaty, for
example, is designed to place Americans in a position as favorable as that
of any of their foreign competitors in conducting trade and investment in
the Republic of China. It still fulfills this function today, but Americans'
major business competitors in Taiwan, such as the Japanese and Germans, do not enjoy most favored nation status. Further, no country which
maintains formal relations with the Republic of China and has a commercial treaty is a major competitor of the United States in trade or investment. 153 Accordingly, the loss of most favored nation treatment would
not substantially affect the competitive position of Americans. Another
153. See supra note 74.
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privilege which the Treaty grants to Americans is that of favorable treatment in the remittance of foreign currency from Taiwan. This privilege is
subject to the provisions of emergency legislation, but it would still seem
to grant United States companies and nationals the right to remit currency which could be denied under current domestic legislation. This
potential problem could be resolved prior to the termination of the
present Treaty if the authorities concerned were willing to cooperate.
Perhaps the greatest value of the Treaty lies not in the fact that it
grants rights not otherwise available, but that it secures these rights more
firmly. In the presence of the Treaty, the rights guaranteed by it, with the
exception of the emergency legislation, can only be restricted by an
amendment to the Treaty. In the absence of the Treaty, however, the
rights of aliens in general and of Americans in particular could be altered
by any subsequent law. While ordinarily such a distinction would provide
some reassurance about the stability of the rights conferred under a
treaty, it remains open to doubt how important this distinction is when
the Treaty rights themselves are subject to emergency legislation.
While reliance upon domestic legislation rather than the Treaty for
rights relating to trade and investment does raise the question of later
supervening legislation, the Republic of China's Constitution establishes
the principles of equality and reciprocity as the basis of treatment of
aliens. These principles are put into practice in such legislation as the
Company Law, the Land Law and the Patent Law and would militate
against selective measures against the companies and nationals of any one
foreign country whether it had diplomatic relations with the Taiwanese
government or not. However, the principle of reciprocity would permit
the Republic of China to take like retaliatory measures against the juristic
and natural persons of any state that the government felt was not granting
its citizens favorable treatment.
Domestic legislation, in accord with these principles, creates no
specific insurmountable barriers to continued United States trade and
investment. Previously, only the Land Law had required diplomatic
relations as a condition for aliens to own land, but amendment of the Law
in 1975 abolished this requirement. Unlike the case under American
law, 1 5 therefore, the termination of diplomatic relations would not result
in the automatic disqualification by act of law of United States companies
and individuals from rights they now enjoy in Taiwan. In the Republic of
China statutes are not tightly drafted and do not specify clearly what effect
the law is to have and how it is to be administered. On the contrary, these
matters are intentionally left to the discretion of the competent adminis154. See VICTOR H. Li note 48, at 14-15, in regard to U. S. immigration law.
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trative authorities who thereby exercise tremendous influence over the
conduct of trade and investment. The broad grant of authority by the
Constitution to the government to manage the economy has the result of
making trade and investment governed by essentially discretionary administrative law. Indeed, Max Weber's characterization of the traditional
Chinese legal system as a patriarchal obliteration of the line between
justice and administration would not be a wholly iriappropriate description of the present day Chinese legal system. 55 Under these conditions
the continuing good grace of the government officials administering the
laws relating to trade and investment is essential to the conduct of
business. Since these officials belong to the executive branch of the
government, this branch is able to exercise pervasive influence over all
foreign trade and investment.
Clearly, the status of American companies in the Republic of China,
if relations were broken, would not depend so much on the legal rights
enjoyed by them under legislation, as upon the attitude of the executive
branch ofthe government. This is not surprising when one realizes that it
was not formal legal rights which attracted American investment to
Taiwan in the first place. Since the rights granted to Americans under the
Treaty or in its absence are subject to broad restrictions under emergency
legislation, the continued cooperation ofthe government is a prerequisite
for the exercise of these rights and the conduct of trade and investment.
While the attitude of the government towards trade and investment will
certainly take into account the principle of reciprocity, non-legal factors,
such as economic, military and even psychological considerations, will
carry more weight in determining this attitude. As long as the interests of
the Republic of China's government and American corporations coincide,
and past experience gives no reason to believe that they will not continue
to do so,1 56 Taiwan will continue to offer advantages over other areas in
East and South East Asia as a site for American trade and investment.
155. M. WEBER, ON LAw IN ECONOMY AND Soc ETY 264 (M. Rheinstein tr. and ed. 1967),

156. Note, however, the perceptive comments on investment by one observer who in 1970
conjectured that considering population growth and the needs for imports to assist industrialization,
Taiwan's desire for foreign capital will continue until at least 1980, but that afterwards when the
economy is sustainable without the need for foreign investment, the R.O.C. government will
probably voice the universal complaints of host-countries: that research and development Is all
imported and local activity in certain industries is discouraged; that top management positions are
generally unavailable to Chinese; that the local operations of multinational firms are subject to
manipulation for worldwide corporate reasons; that the preponderant resources of American corporate capital and technology restrict local development in peripheral fields; and that the contribution
of American-owned activities which are extracting a flow of earnings from the Taiwan economy Is
questionable. J. SCHREIBER, supra note 7, at 95, 98.

